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You're amazing. 
Not everyone would take
time to read a guide like
this!

I'm excited to help you on
your brow journey and
provide you information.
Enjoy.

Meredith Nicole,
Brow specialist at the
Flamingo Room.
 

Flamingo Room
Parksville, BC. 250.951.4888
www.flamingoroom.ca
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AN INTRODUCTION
TO PERMANENT
MAKEUP (PMU)

Unlike traditional tattoo artists
cosmetic tattoo artists are
trained to work very shallow in
delicate areas of the skin. 

This is how we can create crisp 
results which heal quickly, don't
blur, and why the pigment will
fade with time. 
 
*When microblading goes blurry
it's often because the artist went
too deep.

What is it exactly?
Permanent makeup is a form of tattooing that
focuses on cosmetic enhancements. Types of
cosmetic tattooing include but are not limited to:
scalp micro-pigmentation, eyeliner, lip colour,
eyebrows, and areola re-pigmentation

Cosmetic tattoos fade over time and touch-ups are
required to maintain the colour and shape. How
often this is required depends on several factors
such as the person, their age, skin condition, and
technique used. 

How is it done?
At the Flamingo Room we use two different
methods to implant pigment.

Manual: Using sterile, single use hand tools to
create hair strokes for microblading and or pixels
for shading. 

Machine: Using digital tattoo machines to create
lines and or pixels. Machine work is our preferred
method as it's the most versatile and gentle on the
skin.

Finds makeup to be frustrating.
Needs to save time and energy
in the morning.
Lacks confidence without
makeup.
Has a lifestyle that makes
wearing makeup/maintaining
makeup difficult. Ex: Nurses
working long hours, athletes,
campers, on-call workers,
moms...
Is unhappy with changes to
their appearance resulting from
injury, illness or ageing.
Has unsteady hands or poor
eyesight that makes it difficult
to apply makeup.

Who Should Consider 
Cosmetic Tattooing?

Anyone who...

Healed Powder brows

DISCOUNT

Read to the end!

There's a special offer

waiting for you. xoxo 
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MORE ON TECHNIQUES

Our Styles

Powder Brows 

Powder technique is used to create
a background of colour. The look
can be soft and natural or more
bold. This method is best for
covering old PMU. 

At the Flamingo Room, Meredith's
signature is a soft, powdery natural
looking brow.  

Combo Brow is a mix of
microblading and soft powder
technique. This method creates a
very natural looking brow. Please
refer to the limits of microblading to
decide if this is the right style for
you.

Ombré Style is used to create the
most natural-looking of the powder
brows.The colour softly diffuses at
the head of the brow and along the
top of the brow.

Full Powder Style has a more filled
in look than Ombré. This can look
soft and powdery or bold, with crisp
edges.    
 
Make sure to look at the artists
portfolio to find someone who
can deliver the look you prefer.

Microblading
Microblading is a form of cosmetic tattooing
originating in Japan, also referred to as
eyebrow embroidery, eyebrow feathering, or
hair strokes. This method is used to imitate
the look of real brow hair, in a precise pattern
that follows with your natural hair growth. 

Microblading is only suitable for about 20%
of the clients that request it. 

Microblading is not a substitute for makeup; it
will not create a "filled in" look. It is best for
clients with normal to dry skin, evenly-
distributed brow hair*, and with skin that is
not too thick,  not too thin, or sensitive.

THE LIMIT:
Unlike other methods of Permanent Makeup
(PMU), microblading should only be done
about 4-5 times in total, including touch-ups.
If done improperly that limit changes to 1-3
times. At this point there is little negative
space left between the hair-strokes, so a
shaded look is starting to take effect. 

Additionally, microblading can be quite
traumatic to the skin. Even the most skilled
artists often create scarring when using this
method. This is because the method requires
slicing the skin. The pigment is then deposited
into the freshly cut channel. 

When the strokes become to thick, and or
scarred you do not need to quite having PMU
done all together! You just need to switch
over to Powder Brows.This method which is
more gentle on the skin will not only prevent
further scarring, but can restore the quality of
the skin over time.  This is because of the
pigment is implanted using a gentle poking
method.

*Brows with "evenly-distributed" natural hair do
not have prominent gaps or super-dense areas.
The hair is spread evenly over the desired brow
shape.  

Healed Powder Brows
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Images
Look at images of their before,
after, and healed results of
their work. When looking at
healed images you are looking
for nice clean hair stokes, nice
colour and you like what you
see. Avoid working with
someone who doesn’t have
any healed images, or who
have images of blurry and or
discoloured strokes.
Ask questions, point out what
you like or don’t like, and
consider if you like the style of
brows they create.

Exploration
A good artist will ask you a
series of questions to make
sure you are a good candidate.
These questions will be about
your lifestyle, health, and
medical history. It is a red flag
if the artist does not go
through these questions with
you.

Education
The artist should make sure
you know how to prepare for
the treatment and walk you
through the aftercare process

You might think that as long as you go
to a professional establishment, the
artist must be a professional, right? 

Unfortunately, no, not necessarily. And
here’s why: In Canada, there are no
enforced standards in the
qualifications of cosmetic tattooing
artists. Crazy!  

In order to have a safe and successful
experience, the best thing you can do is
to choose the right professional to help
you. Use this list to help you find that
person! 

Credentials.
Check their credentials to make sure
they are a certified cosmetic tattooed
artist, find out how long they trained
for and how long they have been doing
brows for. 
Make sure they are OSHA certified.
Ask if they are insured.

Reviews.
Reviews don't lie! Check their client
reviews on their Google business,
facebook, or other online business
pages. Do they have happy client
reviews?

Consultation
Set up a consultation to get a feel for
the artist and to have a look at their
working space. Is the studio spotless,
are tools sterile, is the technician
professional and knowledgable, and do
you feel safe?
.

HOW TO SPOT A 
TOP-NOTCH ARTIST
AND AVOID BOTCHED
BROWS! 

Essential Checklist

Combo Brows for client with Alopecia



Anytime we are working over PMU that was
previously done by another artist it is considered a
coverup/correction. 
In most cases, additional time is needed to colour-
correct the old tattoo or achieve even saturation
throughout the new shape. For this reason coverups
and corrections are best done gradually: a first-
timer session, a 6-week touch-up and then another
6-week touchup to perfect if needed.  In most cases
ombré or powder brow is the best technique. 

However, corrective work is not always an option.
We can only add colour not take it away. If the skin
is already too 
saturated with pigment, the shape is not ideal, 
or the client wants to go lighter than we need to
look at other options such as removal. 

At the Flamingo Room we provide Saline Lightening
and removal services. 

As you can see, choosing the
right artist from the start is
critical. Most clients that need
to seek out corrective work or
removal, end up spending
about 4x as much time and
money on their  PMU than
anticipated. 

Flamingo Room Brow Bar

COVERUPS  
&

CORRECTIONS

Ombré  Brows 

Soft Combo Brows 

Soft Powder Brows 
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Pregnant or breastfeeding.
Under 18 
Lupus
Rheumatoid Arthritis
 Scleroderma
Currently has cancer or Leukaemia
History of Keloid scarring
Hemophilia A, B, or Willebrand
disease
Mycosis fungoids
Impetigo, dermatitis, rosacea,
Couperose, Psoriasis, eczema,
shingles, or rashes in the eyebrow
area
Currently using steroids

Medical conditions that prevent us
from performing the service.

7 days after facial/chemical peel
treatments.
3 days before stop plucking/waxing.
3 days before go off of blood thinning
medications unless it's a contradiction
with DR's orders. 
3 days from tanning or strong sun
exposure. 
3 weeks after Botox.
14 days after Platelet rich plasma.
1 month after completing breast or
giving birth if there is no breastfeeding.
4 days off fish oil, ginko biloba.
6 months off of Retinol and Retinoid use
on brow area. 
1 year off of Acutane.

The following need x amount of
time before service can take place.

CONTRADICTIONS

This is a list of the most common
contradictions but it is not a complete list.
If you take medications, have an illnesses
or disease, please consult with your Brow
tech in advance to see if you're a good
candidate for the service.  

MEDICAL CONDITIONS

THAT REQUIRE A

DOCTORS NOTE

HIV

Chrone's Disease

Artificial Heart Valves

Multiple Sclerosis

Diabetes

Blood Disorder

Soft Combo Brows
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What to expect visually:
When you leave, your brows will look bigger due to swelling, much warmer in
color, darker, and more defined. This is normal. On days 3-5, your brows may
shed some skin which looks similar to dandruff. If the aftercare was followed
correctly a person will not have scabbing.

At around 10 days the colour will look very light and begin to cool in colour. By
the time the skin fully heals through each layer (4-6 weeks), the color will have
bloomed and look more like the final color.

For 10 days after the service avoid...
saunas, steam rooms, swimming, massages where you'll be face down, activities
where someone will be working near your brow area such a lash extensions or
hair cuts, facials, tanning booths, spray tans, sun tanning, activities that induce
sweating such as exercise, don't pick or scratch the area. 

BROWS POST SERVICE
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Does it hurt?
Although PMU is a form of
tattooing, we work so shallow in
the skin to create the light powdery
results that we barley hit the 2nd
layer of skin. On top of this we use
numbing gel to make sure your as
comfortable as possible. Many
clients fall asleep during the
service!

Why am I supposed to use sun
protection on the tattooed area?
You absolutely can't go tanning
within 10 days of your
appointment. But even tanning
after that will impact you long-term
results. Clients that go tanning
regularly find that heir PMU fades
faster than clients who limit sun
exposure, and UV exposure can
shift the colour into unattractive
colours.

How do I know what will look
good on me?
That's where we come in! It's hard
to be objective about your own
brows, and envision different looks
on yourself. As artists, we're able to
narrow down the shape, size,
colour, and method that is best in
your unique case, and satisfy your
preferences. You can leave the
heavy lifting to us!

Should I bring in a picture?
This can be helpful, but it's in no
way necessary. Either way we ask
you come to your appointment with
an open mind. What you love on
someone else, may not be realistic
or suitable for you. This is one
reason it's important to select an
artist that posts work that you love.

 

Is it really permanent?
PMU is sometimes referred to as semi-
permanent makeup. This can cause a
lot of confusion! It's permanent in the
sense it can't be washed or exfoliated
away. Anytime skin is broken and
pigment is deposited it is considered
permanent tattooing. However it's
semi-permanent in the way it will fade
over time and need refreshing. For
some clients it will fade completely and
for others it may not.    

I'm worried it won't look natural...
10+ years ago people interested in
permanent makeup had limited choices
in how the make-up would look.
Natural-looking makeup wasn't yet
available. However, the industry has
undergone major changes. The
techniques, pigments, and tools that
are now available are more advanced
than we ever thought possible.
Permanent makeup is not what it was
decades ago! 

FAQ
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TESTIMONIALS

What Flamingo Room
clients have to say!
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We're offering you $50 off
your first permanent brow

appointment!

To take advantage of this head to our
booking page here: Book Now!

Still not sure? Then book in for a free
30 min consultation. 

Under discount type in BrowGuide so
I  know to give you your discount at
the service!  

What's next? You choose:
Email meredith@flamingoroom.ca if
you still have question! We want you
to be fully confident with  your
decision to get PMU or not. We're here
for you every step of the way. 

CONCLUSION

There you have it! You've
officially been schooled on
everything you need to know
about brow permanent
makeup! 

Flamingo Room helps women
across Vancouver Island achieve
gorgeous, natural-looking
eyebrows. We specialize in
cosmetic tattooing, brow
lamination, tinting, shaping, and
tattoo removal.

We're proud to have more than
100, 5-star reviews between
Facebook and Google.

Soft Combo Brows

Follow us on
 

Instagram

Facebook

https://www.instagram.com/flamingo_room_browbar/
https://www.facebook.com/FlamingoRoomBrowBar


MEET MEREDITH NICOLE

Phi Brows Microblade Artist
StudioKollective Powder Brows 
Li-ft Saline Removal
Colour Corrections
Phi Skin Expert 
Blood Born Pathogens

 

Hello!  
Before starting my career as a PMU
artist in 2017, I was a furniture maker,
sculptor, and gallery owner.
 
I'm a down to earth gal who loves to
dance, laugh, have inspired
conversations, and shape a great set
of brows!

I'm a certified care aide, and hold 6
PMU certifications. In 2019, after my
husband and I moved to the Island, I
opened the Flamingo Room in
Parksville. 

With more than 100 5 star reviews across
Google and Facebook, the Flamingo
Room is one of the Island's top rated
cosmetic tattoo studios. 

We are honoured to hold this position,
and appreciate the trust and support of
our clients. 


